How to lace up EliteIron suppressor wraps.
Before You Start: Here
are a few easy steps on
how to lace up a suppressor wrap. The example to
the right uses an EliteIron
BATTLEDOG 30CAL. Suppressor with a BRAVO 1
Muzzle Brake and Coyote
EliteIron Suppressor Wrap.
Either follow the 10 simple
steps to the right or use
the top, bottom, left, and
right views of the EliteIron
STFU 30CAL. Suppressor
and Wrap at the bottom
of this page as a visual
guide. No matter what size,
all EliteIron Suppressor
Wraps are designed to
be attached in exactly the
same way.
.

Step 6: Rotate the suppressor and wrap again to
expose the bottom side.
Now bring and cross the
cords again over where the
wrap edges meet. Make
sure that the cords are still
pulled tightly.

Step 1: Lay the wrap flat
with the suppressor exit
hole pointed away, buckle
side underneath to your
left and straps to the right.
Then simply begin to bring
together the wrap sides at
the top as pictured.

Step 2: Secure the wrap
by snuggly pulling the
straps through the buckles.
Fold each strap back over
and through the buckles.
If the wrap matches the
diameter/length of the suppressor, it will fit perfectly.

Step 3: Rotate the suppressor and wrap with the
top strap up. Place the
supplied cord under the
wrap and bring the tips up
and through the first two
eyelets making sure the
cord lengths are equal.

Step 4: Wrap both ends of
the cord from the eyelets
on the bottom side of the
wrap, crossing right where
the wrap edges touch.
Then tightly pull each cord
downward toward the next
pair of eyelets.

Step 5: Rotating the wrap
so the top side is up, pull
one cord and then the
other up and through each
of the next eyelets. Then
tightly pull each cord down
and underneath the wrap
again as in Step 3.

Step 7: Spin the suppressor and wrap 180 degrees
with the weapon barrel
end of the suppressor now
pointing away. Bring the
cords around to the bottom
crossing them as before but for the last time.

Step 8: With the top side
now facing up, pull each of
the cords up and through
the last two eyelets.
Once again, make sure
that the cords are pulled
taut so that the wrap can fit
the suppressor tightly.

Step 9: To secure the wrap
and suppressor, bring both
cords up the sides ending
at the middle bottom. Tie a
knot. You can dab fingernail polish on the loose
cord ends and burn strap
ends to prevent fraying.

Step 10: To remove a wrap
without untying it, bring
the ends of the cords up
and around the barrel on
the back of the suppressor
ending at the bottom. Tie
a knot. Trim off extra cord
length or tuck it away.

Note: Please note that
care should be taken when
attaching materials for concealment purposes. Make
sure that you have not
blocked the view for optics
or iron sights. Now you are
ready to go.
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